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Introduction 

A couple of weeks ago a SAS® user posted a question for help on a question: 

“I have a numeric value of 1686024000 and I need to change it to Datevalue”. 

 

I first thought the numeric value looked like a phone number but I checked on an Android App, “Area 

Codes”, which stated that (686) was not a valid area code. 

So, we may need SAS FORMATS and/or INFORMATS to get the users Date value look like a real date. 

There are many SAS FORMATS and INFORMATS for dates and time. 

INFORMATS are used to read the data variables and FORMATS are used for outputting and/or 

formatting the data variable. See Table 1 for how we use FORMATS and INFORMATS based on my 

previous presentations on “The Power of PROC FORMAT”. 

 

 
Table 1 

 

 

Let’s test some of the INFORMATS and FORMATS on The Single 

Numeric Value Question  
 
I hope this is not a question in a classroom for a final project. But let us try testing a few answers I have 

seen to this question. 

 

 

tel:1686024000
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INFORMAT 

FORMAT 

 

CODE 1. Note that INFORMATS and FORMATS typically ends with a “.” 

 
The SAS log on SAS “On Demand for Academics” has no errors but the output PRINT look unusual: 

 
Output 1 

 
What if we try to increase the width of the DATE format in LINE 14 in the code to see if that would 

work? 

 
  FORMAT converted DATE14.; 
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That did not work. The log clip: 

  
SAS LOG1 

 

The DATEn. FORMAT is the SAS FORMAT for dates as documented in https://support.sas.com/. 

 

Hmm, wait a second. Maybe the 1686024000 value is a DATETIME variable having both the DATE 

and TIME values in a single numeric variable?  Lots of combinations for dealing with date and time 

variables and the SAS FORMATS and INFORMATS (See Morgan, D. 2006, 2011, and Bilenas, J. 2007). 

 

 
CODE 2 

 
  

https://support.sas.com/
tel:1686024000
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Code output did work: 

  
Output 2 

 

Wait, we may not be done. If we use DATETIME variables in additional DATE variable with date function 

calculations we may need to separate the DATE component from the TIME component in the datetime 

generated variable. 

 
Code 3 

 

 
Output 3 
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If you are using SAS 9.4 there are a large amount of DATE FORMATS to use: 

DATE Format :: SAS(R) 9.4 Formats and Informats: Reference 

Try: 

  FORMAT just_date_from_datetime yymmddp10.; 

 

Output 4 

Also, if you are using different versions of SAS the default cutoff dates for dealing with 2 digit in years. 
46368 - The default value for the YEARCUTOFF= system option has changed in SAS® 9.4 and beyond 

 

 
There may be a trivia question that I will post on LinkedIn with this quick tip after a day or so. References are listed 

on the next page.  

https://support.sas.com/documentation/cdl/en/leforinforref/64790/HTML/default/viewer.htm#n16vcb736tge20n1ex3yxx49fzqa.htm
https://support.sas.com/kb/46/368.html
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SAS® is a registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC USA. This web site has no 

affiliation with, not sponsored by, or endorsed by SAS INSTITUTE INC. #SAS 

The contents of this paper are the work of the author and do not necessarily represent the opinions, 

recommendations, or practices of current or previous employers. I ran the information for the 

training blog using SAS on Demand. 

No warranty on the code is provided. 
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